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Own and personal
Share SUPPORT maintains the individual and personal character of securities ownership. The value of
securities to which an individual owner is entitled will in no way and never depend on the value of
securities owned by other owners. There will be no mixes, mix-ups, "soup sandwiches" and other
"communal" or partner solutions. The owner will not join any community or company, or enter into any
legal relationship with other owners, except with VZMD only.

Proven
The exercising of rights from securities transferred to Share SUPPORT will be conducted by the
PanSlovenian Investors' & Shareholders’ Association (VZMD), which has more than a 10-year tradition on
the Slovenian capital market, and skills demonstrated in legislative and related procedures as well as in
numerous public limited companies. Thus far, VZMD has successfully represented more than 150,000
shareholders in hundreds of different cases. VZMD is a long-standing full member of all related
international associations and actively engages in their activities also by participating in executive boards among others, of the European Federation of Investors and Financial Services Users (Better Finance), and
the World Federation of Investors (WFI).

One responsible
The securities transferred to Share SUPPORT will be legally separated from VZMD's securities as they will
be registered on a special (fiduciary) account of a selected attorney. Therefore, the securities will be
protected from potential other creditors of VZMD or the selected attorney.

Rational
To participate in Share SUPPORT, the owner who is a minority shareholder will pay a fee, which is
guaranteed to be, in the long-term, the lowest possible for the maintenance of the securities ownership on
the Slovenian capital market, therefore as many as possible minority shareholders will be able to decide to
keep their shares.

Active
By participating in Share SUPPORT, owners will receive active support in exercising the rights and interest
arising from their securities as well, including competent representation at general meetings, announcing
and carrying out disputes for the protection of owners' rights (legal and other proceedings), and exercising
other management rights regarding securities.

